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Introduction

I Problem Description
I Conformal Predictions
I BiLSTM
I BERT
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Language Modeling Tasks

I Redacted word and Part-of-Speech prediction
I Omitting or masking words from a typical "full" sentence and trying

to guess the missing words or their part-of-speech
I Can have multiple correct answers

Example: Today, I went to the [BLANK] and bought some eggs and
milk. It was raining, but I forgot my [BLANK] at home and got wet.
I First blank: grocery store, supermarket
I Second blank: raincoat, umbrella
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Brown Corpus

I Made in the 1970s
I Consists of hand labeled transcripts with given POS for each word
I Corpus was split into training, calibration and validation
I 46k training, 5k calibration, and 5k testing observations (each of

which is a sentence with a masked word)
I masked word randomly chosen
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Inductive Conformal Predictions

I Conformal Prediction (CP): a way to create a set of estimated
classifiers (POS or words to fill-in-the-blank)

I Computationally expensive, so we use Inductive CP
I Inductive CP

I No longer need to retrain model for every test example
I Split data into training/testing sets, then split training data into

"proper training" and "calibration" sets
I Train the model, then calibrate (like a practice test) before testing

the rest of the data on general rules learned from calibration
I Slightly less accurate, but much more efficient
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LSTM

I Recurrent nets are desired because of their sequential nature
I Able to take into account all predecessor words

I Implementing a standard recurrent net runs the risk of having an
exploding or vanishing gradient

I Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) nets solve this issue by using a
’memory cell’ and gates
I Memory cells can hold information for an extended period of time
I Gates (input, output, and forget gates) regulate the information that

is added and/or removed from the memory cell
I This allows for better control over the gradient flow
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BiLSTM

I One LSTM layer going forward and another LSTM layer going
backward

I We consider it because of the variability of where the masked word
is in a sentence

the  quick  brown  fox  jumped  over  the  lazy  dog
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BiLSTM POS Prediction

...
...

...

the  quick  brown  fox  jumped  over  the  lazy  dog

quick            

brown

fox

.

Forward LSTM

[ 0.38, 0.06, …, -1.21 ]           

[ 0.27, 0.18, …, 0.46 ]

[ -0.12, -0.25, …, 0.71 ]

[ -0.20, -1.23, …, 0.01 ]

Backward LSTM
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the
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.

[ 0.17, 0.98, …, 1.43 ]           

[ 0.46, 0.28, …, 0.54 ]

[ -0.12, 0.42, …, -2.01 ]

[ -0.12, 0.22, …, -1.23 ]
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[ -0.20, -1.23, …, 0.01, -0.12, 0.22, …, -1.23 ]

BLSTM

Feed-Forward

300 250

...

                   190

reLu
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adverb

.

.

.
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Background of Attention

I Attention
I Intuitively, a way to weight parts of sentences
I Lets model "see" all context of the word it is trying to predict and

learn what parts of it are important
I "Pays more attention" to important parts

I Mathematical Formulation:
I Begin with vectors of Keys, Values, and Queries
I Compatibility score determined between Key and Query
I Values are weighted and summed according to this compatibility

score producing the output
I Formula:

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V

I So what are Queries Keys and Values???
I Good Question
I Task dependent
I Self-Attention is when all 3 come from same source, such as a

sentence (our use case)
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Background of Transformers

I Attention was first developed for use in recurrent neural nets
I In this case, Q was hidden state of a decoding RNN, K,V were

hidden states of encoding RNN
I RNN architectures are notoriously computationally intensive
I People realized "Attention Is All You Need" [VSP+17]

I Enter Transformers
I Utilized power of attention to "see" whole context without

recurrence
I Invented multi-head attention

I Multi-Head Attention
I Allows model to "pay attention" to different positions in context

simultaneously
I Does so by project Q,K ,V to different spaces h (number of heads)

different times using different learned weights
I Mathematically:

MultiHead(Q,K ,V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O

where headi = Attention(QW Q
i ,KW K

i ,VW V
i )
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Transformers (Cont.)

I Multi-Head Attention (Cont.)
I Because these weights are learned, model becomes very good at

deciding what is important
I Each head can be shown to "focus" on different tasks, such as

semantic and syntactic parts of sentences
I Transformer Model

I Stacks multihead attention with feed foward neural net (FFNN) in
encoder layer

I Stacks 2 multihead attention with FFNN in decoder layer
I 6 identical layers of each
I In encoder layer, all QKV are from the same place, the input
I In decoder layer, first attention takes QKV from previous outputs
I A mask is added to prevent it from accessing information it shouldn’t
I Second attention takes Q from previous attention, KV from output

of Encoder Layer
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Transformer Figure

Figure: Original Figure from "Attention is All You Need" [VSP+17],
Annotations from web course "Sequence 2 Sequence and Attention" [voi]
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BERT

I BERT
I Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
I Uses transformers to generate word embeddings
I Main difference is that attention layers are allowed to attend to

entire context (forward and backward) simultaneously
I Model is prevented from "seeing itself" during pretraining using

special "[MASK]" token
I BERT Architecture

I BERT base consists of 12 transformer blocks, a hidden size of 768,
and 12 self-attention heads (110M total parameters)

I BERT Pretraining
I BERT is pretrained on two tasks
I Masked Language Modelling (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction
I We’re focused on MLM, predicts word in masked area
I NSP predicts whether two sentences are sequential
I Pretrained on Common Crawl corpus and Wikipedia
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BERTology

I BERT immediately achieved state of the art results on all commonly
recognized NLP task

I No one really understands entirely why
I Field of BERTology has emerged to understand why BERT and its

derivatives (roBERTa, DeBERTa, StructBERT, etc.)
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BERT POS Prediction

We tokenize our sentence, pass it through BERT to get our embedding
for the masked word and then output it into a Dense Neural Net to
predict POS.
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BERT Text Prediction

Similar to the POS problem, we pass our tokenizen sentence into BERT
but instead of a length 190 output we have a length 35000 output for
BERT’s number of unique tokens
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Thank you!

Thank You! Questions?
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